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Preface

About the MATISSE project

The MATISSE (Methods and Tools for Integrated Sustainability Assessment) project is funded by the European Commission, DG Research, within the 6th Framework Programme. The project is interested in the role that Integrated Sustainability Assessment (ISA) could play in the process of developing and implementing policies capable of addressing persistent problems of unsustainable development and supporting transitions to a more sustainable future in Europe. The core activity of MATISSE is to develop, test and demonstrate new and improved methods and tools for conducting ISA.

This work is carried out through developing and applying a conceptual framework for ISA, looking at the linkages to other sustainability assessment processes, linking existing tools to make them more useable for ISA, developing new tools to address transitions to sustainable development and applying the new and improved tools within an ISA process through a series of case studies.

The extent to which the case studies are carrying out a complete ISA for their area of focus varies between attempts to cover all phases of an ISA process to partial implementation of the process. Equally, different case studies are oriented to developing and testing tools and approaches to some, but not all, of the methodological challenges of ISA. The case studies are complementary, however, and the set of cases offers the opportunity to address a wide range of methodological challenges and to explore linkages between cases. An evaluation of practical experiences with ISA implementation in the case studies will provide guidance on the further improvement of methods and tools. Results will also contribute to more informed policy advice.

What is ISA?

Within the MATISSE project, Integrated Sustainability Assessment (ISA) has been defined as a cyclical, participatory process of scoping, envisioning, experimenting, and learning through which a shared interpretation of sustainability for a specific context is developed and applied in an integrated manner, in order to explore solutions to persistent problems of unsustainable development. ISA is conceptualised as a complement to other forms of sustainability assessment, such as Sustainability Impact Assessment, Integrated Assessment and Regulatory Impact Assessment. Whereas these other forms of assessment fulfil the pragmatic need for ex ante screening of incremental sectoral policies that are developed within the prevailing policy regime, ISA is conceptualised as a support to longer-term and more strategic policy processes, where the objective is to explore persistent problems of unsustainable development that have a systemic pathology and possible solutions to these. ISA is therefore oriented toward supporting the development of cross-sectoral policies that specifically address sustainable development and at exploring enabling policy regimes and institutional arrangements.

MATISSE Working Papers

Matisse Working Papers are interim reports of project activities that are published in order to illustrate ongoing work and some provisional conclusions, as well as providing the opportunity for discussion of the approaches taken by the project and interim results. This discussion should be both within the project and between project members and the broader scientific and policy communities. Readers are encouraged to contact the authors to discuss the content of MATISSE Working Papers.
ABSTRACT

This paper describes the participatory process of developing and implementing a prototype model aimed at supporting the Integrated Sustainability Assessment of water resources and policy options at different scales. The model - called the World Cellular Model (WCM) - focuses on the representation of agents’ behaviours and their systemic relationships with their environment. This is achieved by examining the interests, motives, cultural beliefs and structural resources that drive agents’ actions with regard to the use of stocks and flows of water, by looking at the impact of such water behaviours on the environment and on the natural ecosystems at different scales, and by examining in a coevolutionary way the impact of such environmental changes on the behaviours of agents. The WCM model takes a ‘total system’, multi-scale, agent perspective. That is, agents operate in a single interrelated system in which each individual or collective agent responds to the availability and use of a set of stocks and flows of rules and/or institutions (S), energy and resources (E), information and knowledge (I) that in turn provokes environmental change (C) or impact on the social ecological system. This model is being developed together with the use of participatory Integrated Assessment focus groups (IA-fgs) with real stakeholders to get insights about agents’ behaviours and the possible architecture of the model so as to increase its socio-ecological robustness and policy relevance. Our research is part of the EU funded project Matisse (Methods and Tools for Integrated Sustainability Assessment).

Key words: Integrated Sustainability Assessment, water modelling, participation.
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PARTICIPATORY MODELLING FOR THE INTEGRATED SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT OF WATER: THE WORLD CELLULAR MODEL FRAMEWORK

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a model prototype and a process aimed at supporting the Integrated Sustainability Assessment (ISA) of the use of scarce natural resources such as water. ISA is an emerging field of policy support aimed at unveiling the limitations of current approaches to deal with persistent problems of unsustainability. The causes of such problems are the result of ‘wrong’ solutions to existing problems, in the sense that these are based on the application of non-systemic perspectives both in science and policy when dealing with issues which are, inexorably of a systemic nature. Such solutions create larger problems which then become more difficult to handle by the existing societal institutions in the next stage of development, often not yet adapted to the new socially created situation. Dominant tools and methods appraising development are often characterized by a monistic perspective, thus attempting to assess or explain everything by the single principle of growth and economic performance. Accumulative negative effects of development are usually ignored as are a handful of social, institutional and cultural factors, such as the role of knowledge and rules systems in the way society develops. Even the current discourse of sustainability has not yet been able to challenge the dominant development paradigm and so far has serve to guarantee and reinforce and extend the current institutional regime. A more transformative and integrative approach, based on a social learning process of searching and implementing alternative framings and conceptualisations to the persistent problems of unsustainability as well as of exploring possible pathways for individual and collective adaptive action is needed. Integrated Sustainability Assessment (ISA) is concerned with these challenges. Within the EU project MATISSE (Methods and Tools for Integrated Sustainability Assessment), we look at ISA not only from a theoretical perspective but in a pragmatic fashion by looking at the possibilities of developing and applying such alternative science-policy paradigms in several specific domains of policy action such as water management.

Within MATISSE ISA has been defined as:

*A cyclical, participatory process of scoping, envisioning, experimenting, and learning through which a shared interpretation of sustainability for a specific context is developed and applied in an integrated manner in order to explore solutions to persistent problems of unsustainable development* (Weaver and Rotmans, 2005).

ISA needs to be distinguished from other approaches dealing with environmental and sustainability policy assessment such as Strategic Impact Assessment and Impact Assessment. In particular, the main distinctions can be summarised as follows (Weaver & Rotmans 2006):
Hence, within the MATISSE project we see two different roles for sustainability assessment – one as a existing regime or paradigm applying process and one as a regime or paradigm exploring process. In Matisse, we are mostly concerned with the second approach, so that to develop approaches for exploring alternative paradigms to deal with unsustainability, putting the focus on systemic interdependencies, agency, participation and social learning rather than on forecasting known ‘impacts’. Computer and expert tools such as models are being used heuristically and reflectively for these purposes and in our view, new tools and methods for sustainability assessment, in particular models, need to:

a) identify the relational causes of unsustainability. This process of identifying unsustainability involves an in-depth knowledge about the behaviour and the understanding of sustainability by a multiplicity of agents, and hence, new tools must be developed to incorporate and represent multiple perspectives and ways of reasoning.

b) build alternative pathways and scenarios capable to asses the possibilities to minimize, modify or eradicate the current drivers of unsustainability in an integrated systemic way. Drivers must be linked to and explain agents’ behaviours.

c) enhance the possibilities for social learning by opening up the existing processes of co-production of knowledge and its application in the use of natural resources. This is an intrinsic and most fundamental function of tool development, and the reason for the inclusion of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements for analytical comparison</th>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>SIA/IA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paradigm</td>
<td>Transition oriented</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Broad/multi-domain</td>
<td>Focused; single domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Goal searching</td>
<td>Goal led</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Holistic</td>
<td>Partial (example: only economics oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Cyclical</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Multi-level</td>
<td>Single-level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Niche &amp; regime players</td>
<td>Mainly regime players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takes account of emerging power</td>
<td>Only structural power is taken into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-off</td>
<td>Multiple trade-offs (A vs. B vs. C vs…. including values</td>
<td>Single trade-off (A vs. B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Social learning</td>
<td>Cognitive learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ante-Post</td>
<td>Ex-ante process including scoping, visioning, agenda setting, experimenting, learning</td>
<td>Ex-post evaluation not including all these phases of ISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts</td>
<td>Impacts unknown</td>
<td>Impacts known</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparing ISA and SIA/IA
stakeholders in definition the problem at stake (in this case, unsustainability). Sustainability assessment tools must support wide social learning, rather than becoming black expert boxes to forecast indisputable gloomy futures, however true are may be.

d) integrate both the social and biophysical factors that condition the societal adaptation to sustainability requirements, together with quantitative and qualitative knowledge (both from social and natural systems) by taking a relational integrated open systems perspective.

e) be based on interdisciplinary work and combines inputs from diverse social and natural sciences and has attempted at getting insights from stakeholders’ behaviours, perceptions, and ways of reasoning from the very beginning of its development and in a participatory way.

A further assumption of our understanding of sustainability which affect the development of new ISA models is that these need to be based on the existence of limits. However, such limits are relative ones, not absolute, as they are dependent on human-environment relationships. That is, they are conditioned as much as on the evolution of social organisation, knowledge and technology, as on the constraints posed by the biophysical system. With regard to the latter limits, we are concerned about the depletion of natural resources and the capacity of ecosystems to absorb pollution to a threshold which makes it impossible for an ecosystem to provide services for human societies in the long term. Once such limits to the availability of resources or/and to the capacities of ecosystems to regenerate have been surpassed, we enter in a situation of unsustainability characterized by irreversibility.

2. MODELLING SUSTAINABILITY: EVOLUTION OF TOOLS

A brief review of the evolution of modelling human-environmental interactions (see boxes 1-3 below) reveals how over the last three decades the process has been toward simplification of the components depicted by the models and an increased representation of the role played by human agency (individuals, organizations, and other collective agents).
Figure 1. Early conceptualizations on modelling interactions between human and natural systems—1
(from D. Meadows et al. 1972)
Figure 2. Early conceptualizations on modeling interactions between human and natural systems—II (from Wieringa and van Soest, 1985).
Figure 3. Early conceptualizations of modeling interactions between human and natural systems -III (extracted from J. Robinson 1991)
In order to get insights about agents’ behaviours, frame the problems at stake in a more relevant manner and enhance the social robustness of the assessments, modellers have increasingly opened the door to stakeholder participation. For instance, the Mulino Decision Support System starts by looking at stakeholders and decision making, and builds a process which is multi-sectoral for the assessment of the use of water resource at the river basin scale. Specifically, this supports the identification of pressures, assessment of impacts, defining the best options for the programmes of measurement and the involvement of stakeholders in the planning process (Figure 1) and does so in a participatory mode.

Within MATISSE, the development of new methods and tools for the domain the sustainability assessment of water takes a participatory interdisciplinary approach (Tábara 2006 (2003)). This is in line with the recent evolution of tools for sustainability assessment (Weaver and Rotmans 2006) which, in a nutshell, can be characterised from being:

- driving forces (D): the underlying causes and origins of pressure on the environment
- pressures (P): the variables which directly cause environmental problems
- state (S): The current condition of the environment
- impact (I): The ultimate effects of changes of state, damage caused

And to which we add, as the most important recent development, the turn of emphasis of ISA tools:

- from representation of biophysical change to representation of social agency

Figure 4. The Mulino DPSIR approach (http://siti.feem.it/mulino)
Participatory approaches to ISA modelling are understood to help providing a more accurate representation of social agents’ behaviour and a more relevant socioecological robust depiction of the system of reference under consideration.

3. THE WORLD CELLULAR MODEL

Our task in the development of a new tool of the ISA of water has been carried out through several steps. First, we have carried out a series of Integrated Assessment focus groups (IA-FGs, Kasemir et al. 2003) with a sample of relevant agents in a selected river basin in order to gain insights about their behaviour and their visions of the (un)sustainability in the use of water resources. So far two stakeholders’ workshops have been carried out, both in the Ebro river basin (Tàbara, 2006a, 2006b). Second, we have built a conceptual model, called the World Cellular Model (WCM), aimed at providing a total social-ecological system perspective (Boulding, 1985, Tàbara, 2005) of the use and of the stocks and flows of water. The role of the WCM is to inform, from a theoretical perspective, current and future developments of the computing tool implementation and its interfaces, even though only a very few such applications can be made operational at present. Third, we have already started the actual implementation of the conceptual model in a computer environment together with an interface that can be used in participatory settings with stakeholders, such as in focus groups. Box 1 and Figure 5 give a summary of the conceptual content of the WCM.

**Box 1: The World Cellular model, v.1.2**

- The WCM considers the whole World water system as if there were only one single large river basin interconnected by continuous flows and stocks of real or virtual water (e.g., water contained in agrofood products).

- The structure of the social system in the WCM is composed of a set of agents, referred to as ‘cells’ or ‘organs’, each of them representing individuals, communities, river basin organisations or regions. Each agent depends on the availability of a minimum stock and flow of real or virtual water, referred to as ‘kinetic water’.

- The water behaviour of each agent also depends on and is affected by its availability and use of energy (E), the norms provided by the institutional context or social structure (S), and the knowledge base and informational capital (I) which agents use to conceive the system. In turn, the use of water and energy stocks and flows by agents creates new coevolutionary impacts on the rest of the agents of system, in the form of new conditions for water use and socio-environmental change (C). This is refereed as the SEIC model.

- Flows and stocks of real and virtual water used by each individual or collective agent (cell) can be quantified and represented in terms of ‘size’. Water interactions between agents can be assessed in a relational and integrated manner.

- The WCM should allow the assessment of the relationships between the dynamics of water flows and stocks both for quantity and quality. For instance, from a global perspective, increased flows in the form of real or virtual water lead to reduced stocks. A reduction of water quality tends to reduce the water quantity available to agents.

- Heuristically, water stocks and flows can also be divided into social, economic and ecological water stocks, depending on the main functions such stocks serve. The resilience capacity of water ecosystems depends on the maintenance of a minimum of water devoted to ecological stocks and flows. Similarly, the maintenance of economic and social dynamics depends on the maintenance of a minimum stock and dynamics of good quality water. In the first version of the model quality is represented to the extent it affects the total availability of water stocks.
• With GIS it is possible to spatially represent agents and the impacts on land use of increased (demand/supply) extraction or availability of virtual or real water by each identified cell' or 'organ' (e.g., the Ebro river basin) and compare the extraction and availability of related virtual or real water in other parts of the systems.

• The first versions of the WCM focus only on freshwater stocks and flows, and only at one scale (river basin) used by agents. Hence at present it does not yet take into account the marine waters or those waters not used or which do not take a key part of the functioning of the social system nor the links with the global water system.

Figure 5. Agent representation in the World Cellular Model.
In the WCM agents are composed of a set of cells, which account for individuals, communities, river basin and regions. The cells exist in an environment that is characterized mainly by stocks and flows of real and virtual water. A cell’s interactions with these stocks and flows (water movement and consumption, which are quantified in terms of the size of the cell) depend on the availability of energy, as well as institutional and informational capital. The water and energy use of cells create new pressures on the whole system (for instance, increasing CO$_2$ emissions, and thus changing the global precipitation regime). This “cellular” approach to systems modelling means, first of all, applying a living systems metaphor. For example, James Grier Miller (Miller and Miller 1978) argues that living systems exist at seven levels, each with characteristic structure and processes: cells, organs, organisms, groups, organizations, societies and supranational systems. Another feature of living systems is structure: accumulation of matter and energy in a region in physical space-time. As the parts of the system move in relation to one another, structure changes. At the higher levels there are emergent, distinct behaviours that cannot be described only in terms used for systems below them in the hierarchy. “Cellular” approaches may also be linked to studies in Artificial Life and other fields based on the use of a tool called a cellular automaton, which is a model that consists of an infinite, regular grid of cells, each in one of a finite number of states. Every cell has the same rule for updating, based on the values in the neighbourhood. Each time the rules are applied to the whole grid a new generation is produced.

Therefore, the WCM acknowledges the existence of collective agents, a notion somewhat related to that of swarms in modelling, although in our case, our individuals follow and share a set of common rules, resources and information. The fundamental component that organizes the agents in a Swarm model is an object called a “swarm” (Minar et al. 1996). A swarm is a collection of agents with a schedule of events over those agents. For example, a swarm could be a collection of 10000 individuals, 10 communities, 3 river basins and 1 region, and a simple schedule: the individuals moving and consuming water, energy, and institutions exchanging information. The swarm represents an entire model: it contains the agents as well as the representation of time. In addition to being containers for agents, swarms can themselves be agents. A typical agent is modelled as a set of rules for responses to stimuli. But an agent can also itself be a swarm: a collection of objects and a schedule of actions. In this case, the agent's behaviour is defined by the emergent phenomena of the agents inside its swarm. Hierarchical models can be built by nesting multiple swarms (Figure 6).

---

1 Note that all systems – living or otherwise – have ‘structure’. The difference is that the structure of living systems is maintained using external energy by self-organising processes, that the structure is non-equilibrium and has to be maintained by the continuous use of an external energy source, that living systems have the capacity to repair and reproduce themselves using such energy and materials via ‘metabolic processes’ and that organisms are organized in relation to their environment and each other into closed material cycles.
Figure 6. A simplified representation of the World Cellular model. An unsustainability situation can be represented whenever the ‘size’ of the agents surpasses the size of the system available to meet the agents’ demands.

In current agent-based simulation environments the concept of swarm is still being used, although often they are no longer called swarms - instead now they are referred to simply as a set of models that are scheduled and interfaced together. Thus, in order to materialise our vision for the development of a new tool for the ISA of water management, we have opted for the development of a model which is able to represent:

- **Relationships between individual** agent-based behavioural changes **and** changes occurring at several scales, including the World, **understood as a total single system**.

- **Long-term time dynamics** (e.g. approximately up to 3 runs, each run comprising a decade, hence providing scenarios for 2030).

- **Land use changes**, with GIS.

- **Changes in the ‘size’** of the agents, and socio-environmental regions and contexts of action as a result of changes in the use of resources (in our first prototype, only water and energy).

- Effects of **change in the speed** of the overall system, and the relationship of this overall systemic speed with the availability of (kinetic) energy and resources, acknowledging that different speeds of change occurs at different levels and parts of the system.

- Relationships between the scale of change and its **irreversibility**.

- **Effects of material and energy flows** on the evolution of different units of analysis – individuals, river basins, regions, World System; this also includes relationships between energy availability and water consumption.

- **Energy costs of environmental quality** of water and of the river basin (e.g. energy cost of resilience alteration).

- **Trade-offs and effects between** responses to persistent problems **and causes of new persistent problems at different scales.** In the case of water, there are evident trade-offs between short-term local positive effects on environmental water quality and long term global
negative effects on climate change (e.g. via GHG emissions from energy-intensive water treatment plants).

- **Main drivers of agents’ water behaviour**, derived for instance, from information signals from the market system or change in rule systems.

To illustrate type of change in mental, science and policy framing paradigm which is implied by this new way of looking at the relationships between human and natural systems in the domain of water, it may be worth briefly looking at how the current European Water Framework Directive (WFD) conceives water management within the European river basins (Kaika and Page 2003, Page and Kaika 2003, Carter & Hove, 2006). The European WFD talks of different ‘water bodies’, hence implicitly arguing that different types of waters exist—in a rather disconnected way between different river basins- and therefore need to be dealt differently. The WFD does not deal either with the ecological costs (e.g. in terms of energy consumption or climate change) of maintaining a ‘good ecological’ status of water or with issues such as individual behaviour and adaptation. Our approach aims to go beyond these conceptual limitations and propose an alternative approach. On the one hand, we assume that there is only one water system, in which water is mostly part of a total cycle of the larger World or ‘body’ system -which in turn can contain only one type of water, obviously of different qualities and states and performing different types of functions within the system. Thus, we talk about one sole body of water, as the only one single type of water which exists within the World system that helps to sustain the diversity of life and human populations on Earth. On the other hand, we place special emphasis in identifiable agents and their behaviour as main drivers and recipients of change. Transitions in the water domain entail mostly changes in agents behaviours, or in other words an agent-based transition. This is why we have opted for the development of a cellular and organic model, using a double metaphor which perhaps best captures such complex but close interrelationships both at macro and micro levels (for a discussion of models in water policy see Hare, 2003, 2004, 2005, and for further explanation of the WC model, Tabara and Pahl-Wostl, 2006).

### 4. LINKING AGENTS’ BEHAVIOURS TO SUSTAINABILITY SYSTEM CHANGE: A SYSTEMIC COADAPTIVE PERSPECTIVE

The WCM takes a ‘total system’ multi-scale agent perspective, in which each individual or collective agent responds to the availability and use of a set of stocks and flows of rules and/or institutions (S), energy and resources (E), information and knowledge (I), which in turn provokes system change (C) or impact on the whole social-ecological osystem. We refer to this as SEIC model (Tábara, 2003) which derives from ecological sociology, and it is aimed at understanding agents’ behaviour with regard to other agents as well as with regard to the rest of the system an interrelated, organic and coadaptive manner² (Figure 7).

² As noted by A Watts as early as in 1970 in his short essay the *World is your body*. To him, it is false to believe that ‘the world is made up or composed of separate bits of things’. Hence, the analytical *distinction* is different from ontological *separation*.

³ Social science and sociology in particular has been using concepts and models from natural sciences since their beginning. Herbert Spencer, for instance, in his *First Principles* (1862), was already looking for the conditions for stability, social differentiation and change of ‘organic’ social forms with the help of biological and Darwinian concepts and theories. In the twenties, the Human Ecology of the Chicago school also used an array of such concepts to understand the process occurring within the urban landscape. This line of thinking continued and generated important insights epitomised by figures such as Amos Hawley or Ottis Duncan. The latter produced a famous model in the late fifties, called P-O-E-T, aiming at understanding the interdependencies and dynamics between Population, Organisation, Environment and Technology. POET was the first attempt to provide an integrative approach to the social and environmental relationships, but ignored, as did the previous insight of the Human Ecology school, crucial aspects such as pollution stocks and dynamics and information systems. For the role of knowledge systems in sustainability see Cash, et al. 2003.
The SEIC model should be understood not as a sustainability 'answering machine' but on the contrary, as a tool for reflection. It can be applied in a particular context of action with stakeholders to facilitate structured dialogue and stimulate questions as to initiate processes of sustainability learning – rather than give definite answers to existing regime questions. Among the questions that such structured dialogue can stimulate are the following: To which extent a particular institutional regime change (S) could contribute to a substantial reduction in the consumption of non-renewable energy and resources (E), to optimise the existing the knowledge base (I) and reduce of the systemic unwanted negative consequences on social-ecological systems (C)?

In the case of water, such a question can be translated in the following: What type of institutional regimes and arrangements (S) are needed so that the present use of information and knowledge systems (I), such as market prices or IC tools, can be best used to deal with issues of increasing water and energy (E) and ecosystem pollution (C)?

Evidently, and due to the qualitative and complex nature of sustainability these are not questions which can easily answered at once and with one sole numeraire, but need an in-depth qualitative interpretation of the dynamics of each of the systems of reference taken into consideration.

Furthermore, and in order to explore the evolution of the behaviour of agents operating at different scales the WCM and the SEIC model can be linked as follows (Figure 8):

---

Where

**S**: Rules, institutional and social systems; social structure.

**E**: Energy, materials and natural resources

**I**: Information and knowledge

**C**: Socio-environmental systemic change or impact

---

4 Question which can be otherwise simplified by the following sustainability equation: How S \( \Rightarrow f(↓E, I, ↓C) \)?
Figure 8. In the WCM agents’ (cells) behaviours are explained by rules and institutions (S), the use of energy and resources (E), information and knowledge (I) and the impact such agents’ behaviour provokes in a persistent and recursive way on the environment (C).

The width of the cell indicates the impact on the total amount water use caused by the agent (water size of the agent) and the width of the arrow indicates the size of the flows between agents resulting from their: 1) individual or institutional rules (S), 2) availability and regular use of energy (E) and materials, and by their 3) knowledge and information systems (I). Furthermore, the coevolutionary impact on agents’ water use on the rest of the agents and the environmental impact on the whole water system is indicated by (C). This impact can simply be operationalised as the effects of the available water of other agents in the next period of interaction. An unsustainability trend can be represented when the total size of the agents moves towards a threshold which exceeds the size of the total system, in our case the world water system. However, the WC-SEIC tools is not intended to provide a single and definite definition of (un)sustainability which is valid for all contexts of reference, but only a general framework which can be use to define sustainability and it opposite unsustainability in the most social and ecological robust way so as to stimulate adaptive options for action.
5. COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND IMPLEMENTATION

Therefore our approach is that new methods and tools for ISA should be mostly be oriented towards reflexive learning and regime rather than prediction and forecasting plausible systems trends that reinforce existing regime paradigm. For this reason, we have placed the WC-SEIC model within a more general methodological framework which includes not only the social-ecological representation of the system via modelling but also a series of activities that can be used in a particular participatory setting to stimulate a knowledge rich and policy oriented discussion toward societal transformation. Figure 9 provides such approach.

Figure 9. The World Cellular Participative Framework.

In particular, this framework, which at present stage concentrates only at a river basin scale, includes the following:

- A descriptive module with a series of data sets on river basin characteristics (water uses, needs and trends).
- A agent-based model, that represents main agents of the system of reference and its behaviours.
- A system model containing quantitative representation of biophysical dynamics.
Two modules to enhance the social-ecological robustness of the WC approach and modelling interface:

a) *A virtual river trip*: in which users of the WC framework can use to visualise both current and future states of the river depending to some baseline scenario or depending to particular development pathways and policy options. In this sense it is both a tool to illustrate how the future of the river may look like if particular agent behaviour is extended to the rest of the system as to reflect upon what options are needed to prevent the future of the river basin look in a particular state.

b) *A role game*: aimed at gaining insights of the drivers of system’ agents behaviours and dynamics and to see to what extent the agents identified and selected by the model correspond to those which are relevant and influential in the system of reference.

We now turn to describe the model implementation in more detail.

### 5. 1. Modelling concept

To provide a first illustration the WCM was implemented with the generic software NetLogo ([http://ccl.northwestern.edu/](http://ccl.northwestern.edu/)). This model described a river system consisting of two sub systems: the physical system describing the hydrology, and the agent system that describes the behaviour of the different agents. NetLogo has the capacity to combine agent-based modelling and system dynamics modelling in a spatially explicit environment. This makes it possible to explore the influence of the feedback mechanisms between the physical system and the agent system. The case of the Ebro river basin was used to explore the modelling concept.

However, the implementation of the model is now developed in AnyLogic ([http://www.xjtek.com](http://www.xjtek.com)), a more powerful multi-paradigm modelling platform based on Java.

### The physical model and its spatial representation

The physical model represents the stocks and flows of water in the river basin. The river basin is divided into uniform cells, currently 5 by 5 km, in a grid, see Figure 10, and each cell has its own characteristics that influence both the hydrology of the cell and the information conveyed to the agents, e.g. land use, erosion risks etc. This hydrological system is modelled using a system dynamics (SD) approach, see Figure11. In each grid cell this simple hydrological SD model is calculating the water balance in that particular cell. The input to each cell is water from the upstream cells and precipitation and the output is water flowing to the downstream cells and water use, including evapotranspiration.
Figure 10. The Ebro River Basin in AnyLogic. Each square is 5 by 5 km.
The agent model

The model is able to represent agents according to different criteria, e.g. related to economic factors, cultural factors, use of water, or power-related factors. In the first prototype, four types of agents are represented in the agent model: 1) farmers representing the agricultural water users, 2) electricians representing water dependent, but not water using humans that can make their voices heard, 3) frogs representing water dependent environmental values which cannot make their opinion heard by themselves and 4) households at this stage representing all human water consumption besides agriculture.

The agents can interact with and be influenced by their surroundings, the environment. They behave and make decisions depending on information that is provided not only by the hydrological SD model, but also other information about climate, climatic changes, land use etc. from the environment. The behaviour of and decisions made by the agents are in turn reflected in the physical model, see also Future development below.

Figure 7 illustrates the user interface in AnyLogic. The spatially aware agents are represented as circles of which the diameter reflects the current water use. The agents are given certain characteristics by the players, see Figure 12 and Figure 13.
Figure 12. The characteristics of the agents can be easily modified in the user interface even on-the-fly during run-time.

Figure 13. Core beliefs and policies is set by the player in the interface.
5.2. Future development

The WCM will be further developed using the AnyLogic software by:

➢ adding complexity in terms of agents’ behaviour, size/speed of agents and system change, and the role of information, communication and conflict in the making of rules and regime changes;

➢ improving the interface for a better correspondence to the theoretical framework of the WCM;

➢ including a differentiated and dynamic representation of the water use by dividing the water use into different sectors, e.g. industry, agriculture and urban water use, which are dynamically linked (including feedback links) to the size of the industry, land use and population;

➢ including land use in the physical model. By analysing a land use map a grid map of lumped land use can be created with GIS. Within each grid the fraction of land used for a specific purpose is given, but the geographical location within the grid is not specified. Each land use type is assigned its own water use rate. This creates a ‘semi-distributed’ model in which the accuracy depends on the resolution of the chosen grid.

➢ A new version of AnyLogic (v. 6) supports interactive GIS maps which can be embedded into the AnyLogic 6 presentations and populated with graphic representations of the model objects, e.g. agents. The model, in turn, can use the GIS database to parameterize itself and also write the simulation output to the database. This will provide a very powerful way of modelling e.g. dynamic land use changes.

Agent-based modelling has proven useful in representing processes underlying particular phenomena, but it has a lower potential in spatial representation as available in GIS. GIS, on the other hand, has earlier mainly been used for the modelling of bio-physical interactions and has not, until recently, been used to incorporate human behavioural phenomena and object-oriented programming techniques. The integration of ABM, SD and GIS has a high potential as agent dynamics can be represented in three dimensions to illustrate and easily communicate the different relative agents’ size and the dynamics of a common resource and the environmental space. The agent base representation can be linked to a GIS map, such as those provided by the Ebro Water authority on the size of cities, according to their population (CHE, 2005). The very important feedbacks between the different modelled sub systems can also be taken into account with this approach.

Last but not least, it should be noted that the main innovative idea comes from the whole WCM framework, and the application of ABM, SD, GIS, and a learning tool used in a participatory context, not solely from the model as a stand-alone software.

6. FINAL REMARKS

Unsustainability persistent problems are relational problems, so the ‘solutions’—that is, the measures or policies to be implemented, as there are no solution to them in the traditional sense— to these problems must also be of a relational nature. Sustainability problems are not problems occurring ‘out there’, independently from our individual, collective and daily multi-scale behaviours. Hence, Integrated Sustainability Assessment of policy programs needs to provide knowledge on how to provide alternative visions and paradigms able to change in a structural / persistent way the

---

5 In this respect an important further development of this model will be to link such agent-based model with the modelling of land use and land cover change. Understanding of the driving forces of land use and land cover change has improved and is now characterised by complexity and a deeper knowledge of the variability in time and space. For example poverty and population are no longer seen as the sole and major underlying global land use and land cover change. Newer approaches combine elements of different modelling techniques and the trend is going towards integrated models with increasing size and complexity such as IMAGE.
relationships between the natural and social systems at the individual, meso and the macro level. The first step is to identify such relationships in an operational and meaningful way so that it can be communicated and used by the relevant agents who drive the system.

In order to do so, a new way of framing policy options and futures, as well as new tools and methods to do so is needed. Our approach, based on a conceptual SEIC-WC model is being used to understand agents’ behaviour with regard to the use of natural resources. This new conceptual framework and the suggested participatory interface that is being designed with it may help to create a valid and relevant ISA narratives capable of supporting social and institutional learning within the water domain. We argue that new ISA methods and tools should not only focus on the isolated analysis of impacts of policy options, but mostly on systemic social-ecological interrelationships. This should include not only impacts but also interdependencies and influences between agents and its cumulative consequences (e.g. loss of sustainability stocks) on both natural and social systems. From a systemic perspective, impacts of policy options are both effects and causes of future environmental changes, which will constrain or enhance next sustainability options for development.

However, in this paper we only focused in showing part of the ongoing work which relates to the development of a new modelling tool and framework aimed at supporting processes of Integrated Sustainability Assessment of water resources. The applications shown in this paper are therefore only a relative small part of a much larger research effort which include also the domains of land-use and agriculture, new technologies (hydrogen) and dematerialization. Furthermore, the results shown in this paper are likely to rapidly evolve as we get more insights into the individual and collective agents’ behaviour, their impacts on their life support systems, and in turn, on the consequences of such changes on the agents’ adaptive behaviour.
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